TPMS SENSOR HARDWARE SERVICE SET

NO MORE GUESSING!
All of the hardware needed to service most domestic and import TPMS sensors!

Versatile
150-pc assortment (15 unique kits) covers 90-95% of TPMS-fitted vehicles

TPMS Service Set includes:
• 150 Hardware Replacement Kits covering 15 Unique OEM Sensor Models
• Each Hardware Kit contains a valve core, valve cap, grommet ferrule nut, gaskets, washers and valve stem (contents specific to each application)
• **Special Bonus** — Ken-Tool’s TPMS Sentry™ Sensor Service Tool
  • Includes the new rubber snap-in valve stem kits with sensor screws used by GM
  • Complete Vehicle Application Guide — this set covers 90-95% of TPMS-fitted vehicles
  • Plus 50 extra TPMS approved nickel plated valve cores and 50 extra approved plastic caps

In 3" x 9" x 16" Portable Poly Case, 3-lbs. Replacement Hardware Kits Available From Ken-Tool

**OEM RECOMMENDED REPLACEMENT**
Most OEM sensor manufacturers recommend that the TPMS valve kit be replaced whenever the valve is removed or loosened from the sensor to ensure the system is working properly. Once the valve or sensor is loosened, original and worn components are more likely to allow air to leak or escape. Replacing old components helps the TPMS sensor function properly when the tire is remounted on the vehicle.

TPMS Sentry™ Sensor Service Tool
Designed to keep the sensor in a safe and secure position after the mounting nut has been removed and the sensor is released from the wheel.